
STUDIO V focuses on architecture and tectonics, particularly the 
relationship between design and building. STUDIO V will emulate 
practice in that, unlike standard academic exercises, students will not 
always work in isolation on hypothetical situations. We will work often 
in collaboration. The studio will offer an approach to design informed 
by how something is assembled and the materials from which it is 
made. The studio will employ craft in the execution of the work, which 
will require patience, planning, understanding tolerance in materials 
and tools, testing and mock-ups, and the working with the limits and 
capabilities of tools and materials.

This fall studio v is working to aid the Halsey Institute of Contemporary 
Art in bringing sustainability education to the residents of Charleston, 
South Carolina through a collection of visual arts exhibitions, lectures, 
films and activities on the environment and conservation offered by 
area organizations.  Bluesphere: Earth Art Expo aims to reach out to 
middle and high school children, college students and young adults 
as well as the general public in our area; any person that is served by a 
participating organization will be affected by this citywide exposition. 
The studio is devoted to the execution of two projects aiding the cause 
of bluesphere in Charleston.

The first project is to design and construct a bluesphere information 
kiosk on Marion Square in downtown Charleston. This installation is 
to give information and add exposure for the Earth Art Expo. Given 
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that the events begin in October, this first project’s timeframe is 
condensed.

The second project is a temporary stage and movie screen on 
Cannon Park. This installation has to be completed in time for 
a screening of the documentary film Citizen Architect: Samuel 
Mockbee and the Spirit of the Rural Studio, on November 18th 2010. 
This documentary spotlights the undergraduate program of the 
School of Architec ture at Auburn University, Rural Studios, one of the 
most prolific and inspirational design-build outreach programs ever 
established. The film tackles dialogue regarding what it means to be 
both a successful professional architect and a responsible member of 
society. Citizen Architect explores the late Samuel Mockbee’s effort 
to provide students with an experience that forever inspires them to 
consider how they can use their skills to better their communities. This 
event will be open to the public and the director & producer will be 
on hand for Q & A following the screening. This screening is being 
sponsored by the Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art and AIA of 
Charleston. 

The following pages outline our current schematic proposal for the 
first project.  While we have established our materials and methods of 
construction, the form is still being finessed.  More information about 
the bluesphere earth art expo is attached for your reference.
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bluesphere=art+environmentalism
art=pure structure/architectural expression
environmentalism=material usage

respect for materials
beauty in simplicity
engagement between structure and people
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r e v i s i o n s  t o  t h e  s c h e m a t i c  p r o p o s a l :
experimenting with t ransforming columns into wal ls
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As a concept and growing lifestyle choice, sustainability is gaining attention 
daily. It touches every aspect of our lives as we better understand ways to 
protect, preserve and responsibly use the Earth’s resources.

bluesphere: Earth Art Expo seeks to bring sustainability education to the 
residents of Charleston, sC through a mixture of 7 visual art exhibitions, 
lectures, a panel discussion, a film and activities offered by more than 25 
area organizations, focusing on the environment and conservation.

bluesphere will connect with elementary, middle and high school students, 
college students, young adults and the general public through this city wide 
exposition. this project will extend programming to any person that lives or works 
in Charleston, or tourists visiting the area during the fall. 

this exposition will start a conversation with the entire city about the issues 
provoked by the 7 visual arts presentations. the fresh perspective offered by 
bluesphere artists and lectures can alleviate the “green fatigue” that 
occasionally results from the growing eco-friendly movement. By having many 
partners, but a cohesive theme, we stand to gain supporters and community 
awareness through cross-pollination of mailing lists, social networking and
 member lists. 

bluesphere needs your help in bringing the important message of sustainable 
living to every Charleston resident. spread the word and bring a friend!



Exposition Activities Visual arts

bluesphere bluesphere

exhibition:
Running the Numbers: An American Self-Portrait,
Digital Images by Chris Jordan 
Halsey Institute of Contemporar y Ar t 
october 22 – December 10

Photographer Chris Jordan creates digital images of jarring statistics 
related to american consumption. “statistics can be daunting and dry: 
1,000,000 trees cut down every year; 9,000,000 american children 
without health insurance; 2,000,000 plastic bottles used every five 
minutes; 2,300,000 adults incarcerated in U.s. prisons. Jordan brings 
these staggering numbers to life in manipulated digital photographs that 
are at once alluring and shocking.”
chrisjordan.com

exhibition:
Favelas: Architecture of Survival 
Photographs by Pedro Lobo 
City Galler y at Water front Park
october 21 – november 23

“Pedro lobo, a Brazilian photographer, whose look at the favelas 
(shantytowns) of rio de Janeiro offers a regal sense of home in 
contrast to the impoverished environment. lobo achieves this through 
his use of photography in reference to architectural art history 
documents. Be aware that the intention of lobo’s images is not to depict 
poverty, violence or misery, but to honor the human beings that struggle 
for survival with respect to their environment and livelihood. these are 
the homes of families, single mothers and widows—as well as drug lords, 
religious bosses and public authorities.” 
tinyurl.com/pedro-lobo

exhibition:
Bottle Cap Mandala 
Installation by Bryant Holsenbeck 
in the Sanders Rotunda: Addlestone Librar y, College of Charleston 
october 22 – november 19

Bryant holsenbeck creates elaborate, three-dimensional, temporary 
mandalas from collected recyclable materials. holsenbeck states: 
“For over a decade now, I have been documenting the ‘stuff’ of our 
society that we use once and throw away. I am an environmentalist, 
receiving great joy from the natural world. this makes me aware of how 
we take what we have for granted.” 
br yantholsenbeck.com
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exhibition:
The Work of Carson Fox 
Redux Contemporar y Ar t Center
september 17 – october 30

Working across media, Fox produces prints, installations, and 
sculptures. In redux’s show, the gallery will be transformed into a winter 
wonderland. she created cast resin sculptures of snowflakes, icicles and 
snowdrifts. the winterscape aims to draw on childhood nostalgia for the 
earth’s natural beauty.
carsonfox.com

exhibition:
The Work of Greg Stewart 
Redux Contemporar y Ar t Center 
november 18 – December 18

stewart states: “My work imagines a reality constructed out of a 
necessity to move from place to place. It also looks at how we might build 
to accommodate a portable lifestyle. Most recently I have been involved 
in building small mobile shelters that are often equipped with things that 
may seem contrary to our notions of being able to move easily. Portions 
of a library, a cooking station, vegetable gardens, fruit trees growing on 
roof tops, an outhouse.”
gregstewar tsite.org

exhibition:
Butch Anthony: Museum of Wonder 
Eye Level Ar t 
november 20 – December 17

Butch anthony collects societal cast-offs and trash and uses them as 
materials for his art. “alabama folk artist Butch anthony was born in 
1963. this shy, quietly humorous artist lives and works in remote seale, 
alabama. although he has been drawing since the ‘70s, his real 
interest in painting began in the winter of 1994. Whether he uses canvas 
or found objects such as tin, wire, doors and lids, he expresses in his 
paintings and sculptures a uniquely humorous take on life, death, money 
and women.” 
museumofwonder.com



Exposition Activities Visual arts
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exhibition:
J. Henry Fair: Industrial Scars 
Gibbes Museum of Ar t 
December 17 – March 27, 2011

the arrestingly beautiful, large-scale aerial photographs by Charleston 
native, J. henry Fair are, in actuality, the documentation of 
environmental degradation caused by industrial processes. Drawn to 
sites where the land has been drastically changed by the effects of 
mining or manufacturing, Fair captures brilliantly colored, abstract
images. the vibrant colors, rich textures and intriguing patterns that he 
captures are often reminiscent of the canvases of non-objective, 
modernist painters. Yet in reality, Fair’s images are more journalistic in 
nature, where content is not sacrificed for the sake of aesthetics.
industrialscars.com

Documentary Film screening: 
Citizen Architect: Samuel Mockbee and the
Spirit of Rural Studio
Co-sponsored by american Institute of 
architects - Charleston
Recital Hall, Simons Center for the Ar ts, C of C 
54 St. Philip Street   
november 18, 7.30pm

this documentary spotlights the undergraduate program of the school of 
architecture at auburn University, rural studios, one of the most prolific 
and inspirational design-build outreach programs ever established. the 
film tackles dialogue regarding what it means to be both a successful 
professional architect and a responsible member of society. 
Citizen architect explores the late samuel Mockbee’s effort to provide 
students with an experience that forever inspires them to consider how 
they can use their skills to better their communities. this event will be 
open to the public and the director & producer will be on hand for Q & a 
following the screening.
citizenarchitectfi lm.com



Community Outreach

Artist Lectures
each artist involved with bluesphere will hold a free public 
talk concerning their work and how the earth or the 
environment inspires them to work with the themes of 
sustainability, recycling or consumption patterns. the floor 
will be opened to the audience for questions or discussion 
following each presentation. a schedule of the lectures is 
available at halsey.cofc.edu/bluesphere.

Charleston County Schools Curriculum
bluesphere will bring 10 local artists that work with 
recycled materials or found objects to County schools and 
prepare thematic units of study for implementation into the 
fall curricula of Charleston County schools. For this, the 
halsey is working with redux Contemporary arts Center, Yo! 
art Project, leeP and lowcountry earth Force; 
organizations that focus on integrating arts education into 
public schools. their spotlight will center around themes 
invoked by bluesphere exhibitions. this will culminate in 
December with an exhibition of student works inspired by 
their interdisciplinary study.

The End is Near: How to Survive 
the Impending Apocalypse
Workshop at Redux Contemporar y Ar t Center
Saturday, Oct. 16 & Sunday, Oct. 17 - 12.30pm - 4.30pm
Member $75 / Non-Memeber $100
Bob snead will lead a class in preparations for survival. 
sessions will be split in between technical demonstrations 
and group discussions focusing on the signs of impending 
doom, the traditional and religious views on the subject, and 
the extreme recycling techniques that can be used in an ur-
ban environment for the production of energy, food, and 
water when those resources become scarce. By the end (of 
the class) students will have all the necessary 
information and resources to develop a self-sustaining
radically simplified independent existence.

Recycled Collage Scavenger Hunt
Workshop at Redux Contemporary Art Center
Wednesday, October 27, 6pm - 9pm
Member $30 / Non-Member $40
In this one night workshop with Mary Walker, students will 
create a unique collage using items found in their junk drawer 
at home. Prior to the workshop, participants will be instructed 
to go on a scavenger hunt for common household items that 
will be turned into a beautiful piece of artwork. the collages 
will be constructed using colorful painted papers, old drawings, 
letters, and positive and negative shapes, bits and pieces of 
fabric, etc -- the possibilities are open and endless. 
no experience necessary!
 

Beginners Jewelry with Recycled Found Object
Workshop at Redux Contemporary Art Center
Thursdays, Oct. 28 - Nov. 11 - 6:30pm – 9:30pm
Member $140 / Non-Member $165
In this three-week class with Kaminer haislip, students will 
learn to make a silver ring, pendant, or brooch with beginner’s 
jewelry techniques.  students can include a recycled found 
object in their piece or a cabochon stone provided by the 
instructor.  techniques include piercing, sawing, soldering, 
hammering, bezel setting and finishing.  Students are provided 
with all tools, equipment and silver. no experience necessary! 

Acrylic Mixed Media Painting 
Workshop at Redux Contemporary Art Center
Wednesdays, Nov. 3 - 24 - 6:30pm – 8:30pm 
Member $140 / Non-Member $165 
Christopher Murphy will lead this four-week class aims to push 
the acrylic painter to experiment with abstraction and 
incorporate new media into the work. the student will learn 
practical techniques for combining and layering a variety of 
source materials including their own photographs and cut-outs 
from newspapers and magazines. students will use these 
techniques to create two finished paintings during this four- 
week course. Materials included!


